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Abstract
Many development models were derived in a situation
which is different with the place where the system will be
used. For example, many development methods were cre-
ated in laboratorium setting which is very different with re-
ality. The used of software development method without
considering the local constraint and preference may yield
an unsuccesful result. However, effort to satistfy local needs
sometime cannot be achieved due to the license restriction.
The web sites system of the President of Republic In-
donesia is developed by small number of team in short time
with limited budget. However, the developed system can
satisfy the requirements. For the development we developed
a novel method which employs the Why Because Analysis
by using Lightweight Why Becuase Graph. In this develop-
ment model we start by using example based requirement
elicitation.
It also demonstrates the flexibility of FOSS to provide
solutions that are difficult to be fulfilled by proprietary so-
lution. In this project, FOSS shows strong point in some
area such as virtualization, security, and reliability. FOSS
always is capable to fulfill the additional requirement dur-
ing the operation of system. In other word, FOSS is possible
to provide a sustainable solution.
1 Introduction
On November 2005, the President of Republic of In-
donesia, Dr. H. Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono decided to de-
velop the official web site. A developers team was formed
to define the requirement and develop the system. Perfor-
mance, reliability and security of system are the main con-
sideration. To achieve the performance goal some strategies
are employed such as the make use of web cluster, the dom-
inant static page which are generated on demand from the
dynamic content, as well as the use of cache technology. To
reach the reliability goals, we employ cluster system with
fail-over and live migration capability, mirroring system for
disaster recovery.
Security is a big consideration for this web site, because
this web site publish the official documents of President of
Republic of Indonesia. An attack which changes the con-
tent will result big impact to the public. To reach the se-
curity goal some strategy are implemented such as : layer-
ing structuring for accessing the system, VPN and Firewall
as basic requirement, integrity control, prevention of attack
of the dynamic sites such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
and Sql Injection, continuous monitoring and alert. Fur-
thermore, to strengthen security of system we applied non
monoculture system and we do not implement security by
obscurity.
In developing the web content, we do not consider only
a particular popular browser such as Internet Explorer. Dif-
ferent type of client such as text based browser or mobile
browser also are considered. We try to adhere the open
standard. As the document format used in the system, we
decided not to be locked into a single vendor. Sustainabil-
ity of system is the main consideration.The first prototype
with the actual hardware should be demonstrated in front of
President of Republic of Indonesia and his staffs at the end
of December 2005. The web site should contain many type
of files, has the facility to audio and video streaming, and
support the notification via short messaging system (SMS).
There is also specific security requirement, for example the
content providers of the web site should be able to access
the back end system securely everywhere such as in Internet
Cafe. Thus the isolation and integration control is a require-
ment to protect from tempering. There was only 1 month to
design, prepare, hardware acquisition and deploy the sys-
tem.
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On 14th of February 2006 the web site [http://www.
presidensby.info] was officially launched. The sys-
tem survived from the big hit as well as attacks on the first
week. After operating the website 2 years some interesting
results in comparing the used of open source and propri-
etary software can be demonstrated in this paper. We only
presents two data sets which are related with the spread of
the Open Source usage in Indonesia. Since most of the vis-
itors come from the Indonesia [4], the data can represent
users in Indonesia.
2 eGov problems
The impact of Information and Communications Tech-
nology (ICT) on development has been recognized as a
multi-dimensional, multi-stakeholder and pervasive pro-
cess. Internet statistics show that only about six to eight
percent of the world s six billion population is connected
to the Internet. Approximately ninety-two percent of the
world is NOT connected to, nor uses, the Internet.
Electronic government (eGov) involves the electronic
delivery of services that reduces the cost of internal op-
erations of a government as well as its interactions with
communities and citizens. Government information sys-
tem are public information system which should be ana-
lyzed from several perspectives as regards users, usages,
data contents, and technical, organizational, and legal as-
pects [3]. E-government is a comprehensive concept that in-
volves any aspect of government-to-consumer, government-
to-business, and government-to-government interaction that
can be enhanced through the use of information and com-
munications technologies.
The corresponding objectives of eGovernment are:
• Interconnect public administrations (Interchange of
Data between Administrations) in order to improve ef-
ficiency;
• The creation of an integrated services (once informa-
tion as address, civil status etc is available in one of
the administration, it should not be asked again by an-
other) that allows citizens and private companies to
communicate in a simple and modern way with public
authorities, while respecting confidential information
and the private life.
• The creation of an Internet server accessible to every-
one for the purpose of the on-line management of as
many acts and forms as possible; it may also be used
by citizens as an interactive forum.
It should lead to a fundamental change in the administrative
structures and means of providing services to the citizens
and companies. Key stakeholder in eGov include individ-
ual citizens, businesses, civil society organizations, govern-
ment departments, ministries, government-owned corpora-
tions, parliament and elected parliamentary representatives,
civil servants and other officials, judiciary and other lev-
els of government. Some examples of eGov are facilitating
transactions with citizens and other publics, facilitating in-
formation provision and dissemination, facilitating online
interaction with businesses, management and control of ad-
ministrative functions, building community awareness and
participation etc.
Effective implementation of e-government applications
necessitates identifying and forecasting potential challenges
in the international and domestic environment. Some of
these challenges and threats are examined below:
• Digital Divide. Many citizens and businesses may not
be able to access e-government related services be-
cause they are not connected to information and com-
munication networks and also linguistic barriers
• Lack of an integrated and compatible technology
platform. E-government will not happen if support
systems are incompatible and are not integrated.
• Concerns about Privacy and Security. Citizens may
be hesitant to use e-government channels because there
is no data privacy and security guarantee.
• Uncertainty about Legal Status of Electronic
Records. Despite an increase in encryption and elec-
tronic signatures there are certain challenging issues
surrounding the legal status of electronic records.
• Financial and Human Resource Constraints. Inad-
equate financing for e-government initiatives and also
high training and retraining costs for government em-
ployees.
• Inconsistencies between Electronic and Physical
Records Management. Storing information on elec-
tronic media such as compact disks, floppies and web
pages poses several challenges.
• Lack of Inter-agency Cooperation and Participa-
tion. Resistance to e-government and the extensive
integration that this envisions may cause some agen-
cies not to actively participate and coordinate in the
deployment of e-government applications.
• Incompatible Development Agendas across Levels
of Government. Many times, development agendas at
different government bodies are incompatible. This is
a crucial issue for countries like Indonesia where in-
frastructure development programs are often delayed
leading to diversion of financial and human capital.
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Figure 1. User driven development process
The web site of President of Republic of Indonesia attempts
to deliver the information about President’s activities as a
form of Public Information System, which is part of eGov-
ernment services.
3 Development process
The web site of President of Republic of Indonesia is
designed with main considerationas as follow :
• Public will get benefit from this project. Because the
government body can provide better services using
cheaper solution. Public can get better services from
government body.
• Cost effective (with very tight budget comparing with
other similar government projects). President team in-
tends to show a role model in providing a public infor-
mation system in efficient way.
• Do not break the “regulation”, for example the domain
problem should be solved by following the regulations.
• A good role model for other government bodies. . It
will assist the government body to provide a good ser-
vices to the public and decreasing the cost for provid-
ing such services.
• A good learning process as well as can be used as
source of many academic researchs in Information and
Communication Technology. Result of this project can
be applied as foundation for future research which in-
volves the user and culture aspects of ICT in Indonesia.
• No sponsorship from vendors. In calculating the bud-
get, we try to avoid the sponsorship from vendor for
the short time. Therefore, we will consider the normal
price of software license, as well as the communication
services.
Based on several of unsusccessful and successful project
in Indonesia, we established a new development model
which based on the ethnography studies during the devel-
opment of system. Instead of trying to enforce a develop-
ment model from the text books, we try to capture, how the
Figure 2. Path of communications
interaction between users, developers, and stakeholders. In
this development model, we do do not separate the influ-
ence of different groups of user with the design. Many de-
velopment model only considers users as small parts of the
design. Most of them, put the user in the passive situation.
Basically the design of President web site follow the par-
ticipatory approach by considering end users as the main ac-
tors. It is shown in Fig. 1. The fist steps is the user groups
definition. For each user groups we derive the user expec-
tations. Every groups users expect different function or in-
formation delivered by the web site. Groups in this method,
is the attacker, the person or system which has intention to
violate the security policy. After this steps, the services can
be defined based on most expected services. Each groups of
users also different threat in the system. Understanding this
threat can be used to consider the countermeasure that can
be employed.
The process of the development follows the agile princi-
ples. Each phase has different communication path with the
users which is shown in Figure 2. The detail of development
steps are :
1. Defining the users groups and stakeholders. Before
starting the development, defining the usergroups and
understanding who the stakeholders are, is very impor-
tant in ensuring the development process. However,
in many development methodologies and approaches
user are still viewed as anonymous object that is going
to use the system [1]. We define in following groups :
• The user (staffs of President office)
• The stakeholder (President, government office),
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• The visitors. We refine the definition of this user
group, by define the sub-group, such as the visi-
tor who are Indonesian, and non Indonesian. Be-
cause it will determine their interest of the sys-
tem.
• The attacker. Understanding the expectation of
this class of users can assist us to deploy the
counter measure.
2. Developers gather the functional and non functional as
well as technical and non technical requirements by
sitting closely with the users. We employ participa-
tory design and as result we listed requirements and
customizations that we need according to local needs.
We employs the prototype based design during the re-
quirement phase. The expected results from visitors is
gathered indirectly using mailing list and blogsphere.
3. Service definitions. We define the services which we
will provideds, based on the users groups. We add ser-
vices such as search engines, podcast, etc.
4. Threat analysis. For each services, and each userg
groups we define the possible threat. After that, neces-
sary countermeasure will be installed.
5. Design the system and conflict resolution of the re-
quirements. Some requirements are conflict with other
requirements. We solve it using root causal analysis.
6. Develop prototype. Using web page as prototype, we
get input from the users very fast. We will develop the
final application based on this prototype. Therefore it
is not onethrow prototype.
7. Testing and refine the prototype. The test was per-
fomed directly with the users.
8. After the technical characteristics being defined we re-
quest to the proprietary vendor to submit their budget
and possible solutions using the proprietary operating
system. At the same time, the same solution but using
the open source solution was also developed by devel-
oper team. Most of the developers are familiar with
proprietary and open source solutions.
9. After considering the security, the flexibility as well
as the cost the proprietary solution cannot satisfy the
requirement. Proprietary solution cannot satisfy the
requirement for virtualization as well as live migra-
tion. Also the isolation for integrity control of client
is weak area of the proprietary solution. Some addi-
tional cost should also be considered due to additional
security features which are not built in proprietary op-
erating system, such as firewall, intrusion detection, in-
tegrity control, anti virus. Other weak area for is the
log managements. Since the proprietary solution is too
”closed” we cannot change it as flexible as the open
source to suit our needs.
10. We decided to have to develop the system based on the
Open Source solution. We employed several Linux
distributions and many Open Source programs. The
flexibility of Open Source and the choice make it easier
to choose and benchmarking the solution. For example
for web server, we can choose different web server
such as Apache[ http://www.apache.org],
Lighttpd [ http://www.lighttpd.net],
Yaws[http://yaws.hyper.org] etc. For the
virtualization we can choose between OpenVZ
[http://www.openvz.org] or Xen [ http:
//www.xensource.com] and Qemu [http:
//fabrice.bellard.free.fr/qemu/]. The
flexibility of Open Source solution enabled us to
create a special system for log monitoring and man-
agement based on available Open Source solution such
as Nagios [http://www.nagios.org], Argus
[http://www.qosient.com/argus/], Awstats
[http://awstats.sourceforge.net/],
Snort [http://www.snort.org] etc.
11. The implementation of system was performed in fol-
lowing weekly cycle :
• On the first day of cycle, a to do list is given
to developers, as well as the job for networking
providers
• During the week, developers do the jobs and in-
form the result daily
• At the end of the week evaluation is performed,
list the jobs that have been done, and writ-
ing a new to do list, or make a change in de-
sign/architecture
• The change architecture or design are informed
in Internet site for developer and network
provider. Every change should be followed by
a root causal analysis.
3.1 Requirement elicitation using LWBA
In establishing the requirement eliticaton we employ
the Lightweight Because Analysis (LWBA), which is
a lightweight version of WBA. Why Because Analysis
(WBA) is developed by Prof. Peter Ladkin in Bielefeld
University and has been used for incident analysis [2]. Ba-
sically, WBA will be used to perform root causal analysis,
by finding the necessary causal factor of the incident. The
counterfactual test is used to define necessary causal factor
(NCF). In this development method, we called the WBA vr-
sion that we used Lighweight version because the analysis
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Figure 3. Exampled based requirement strat-
egy
is not so thorough as WBA. The main idea is to find the root
causal that can be changed in order to make the system bet-
ter. We derive the LWBG very fast from the user require-
ments, to understand the problem, and derive the counter
measurements.. Use of LWBA for example based require-
ment elicitation is shown in Fig. 3.
1. First we find the example to describe the user wish
lists. Normally we get this example from the high
profile web sites or high profile cases in Indone-
sia. For example in this development www.detik.com,
www.kpu.go.id
2. From this example we gather unsatisfactory statement
from the stakeholder. We have only limited time meet-
ing with the stakeholders. Therefore this statement is
very general. So for example the statement is in a form
SystemDesigned Â Systemexample. For example the
requirement list is as follow :
• R1: The web site should be faster than DE-
TIK.COM [http://www.detik.com]
• R2: The web site should be more secure than
KPU [http://www.kpu.go.id]
• R3: The site should be more modern and has
more features than other government sites
• R4: The site should be more open to accept the
visitors contribution
• R5: The site should be efficien in budget
• R6: Sustainability of system, if the developers
change the new groups can continue and take
over
3. From each R, we derive the LWBG (Lightweight Why
Because Graph) to investigate the problem. What is
Figure 4. government sites are not open
the root cause of this unsatisfaction. LWBG will de-
scribe the causal factor of each deficiency which are
choosen as the requirement. We show one of LWBG
of the Requirement in Fig 7. Using this LWBG we
identify somes cause of this incident. Thus we can put
the countermeasure to avoid the similar problem.
3.2 Service definitions
After gathering the requirement, the next step is defin-
ing the services. The definition is in informal way, since
we have to describe and establish agreement with the stake-
holders. We put additional services based on the unsatisfac-
tory of similar projects. As shown in Fig 4 we try to under-
stand, why the popularity of government sites is low among
the people. One of the problem is, the government sites
still neglect the public input, there is no real feedback in the
websites due to the input from public. From the LWBG we
found that, many government web sites, never displays the
comment from visitors. Therefore, the communication is
performed only one direction. In the President web site we
provide the form for supplying the visitor comments, and
we display theml.
We also put some services which are relatively new in
Indonesia, especially in government sites. For example the
RSS-feed, at the time when the site was developed, there is
not many web sites which provides this services. Even the
big news web site such as DETIK.COM does not provide it.
President web sites, is the first government sites which pro-
vide the RSS-feed. To put this “extra” technology we start
by analyzing, why the government sites are not attractive.
3.3 The use of prototype
To get feedback from the user as soon as possible is very
important in this participatory development model. There-
fore, we decide to use the prototype which will be used as
the final product. The prototype is done in the web page and
the results are discussed before being shown to the stake
holder. Since the developers are not stay in the same room,
the discussion are carried on using the Internet. During this
process, the prototype will be annotated with the comment
by using the graphic editor. This prototype are also shown
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Figure 5. eGov sites are not attractive
Figure 6. Prototype and comments
for the discussion with the stake holder. Mostly the stake
holder will have comment in appearance of the web sites.
The prototype is depicted in Fig. 6. Appearance is very im-
portant for Indonesia users, especially for the official web
sites. Some cultural maker should be taken into considera-
tion.
4 Why using Open Source ?
In adopting ICT, Indonesia as a developing country need
a breakthrough strategy which can effectively accelerate the
use of ICT. It is believed that ICT has a big potential to
improve the quality of life and accelerate the development.
However, to reach this goal Indonesia government should
be more active and has a good commitment to build the po-
litical awareness, developing a good competitive business
environment, as well as preparing the readiness of public in
adopting the ICT. The cost of software as well as the piracy
rate are still a big problem that has to be encountered by
government and public in adopting the ICT for daily opera-
tion.
However, many institutions developing their IT system
without considering the software cost. The use of propri-
etary and closed software do not only make the cost very
high but also create some hidden cost and hidden prob-
lems, such as the hardware upgrade, file format, the soft-
ware piracy, and in some specific cases, the fact that the
program code cannot be read leaves doubts regarding the
reliability, particularly in terms of confidentiality.
The use of proprietary and closed software do not only
make the cost very high but also :
• Software upgrades or releases make old hardware ob-
solete;
• The generalization of a proprietary format makes the
use of competing software difficult or impossible.
Older versions of the software cannot process docu-
ments from newer versions.
• Users cannot be sure that the range of products with
which they have become familiar will continue to be
available in the future;
• In some specific cases, the fact that the program code
cannot be read leaves doubts regarding the reliability,
particularly in terms of confidentiality.
In the development a high profile web site such as
www.presidensby.info, the question about using Open
Source or proprietary is more than technical, sometimes it
is more non technical. Therefore to understand the problem
we try to derive the LWBG from one of main objective. In
this case, the cost of development. We try to analyze, why
most of government projects are very expensive, the LWBG
of this unsatisfactory situation is drawn in Fig. 4. After we
find the causal factor of the cost, we find that the choice of
using Open Source or Proprietary system, will determined
the total cost. It is shown in the node (circle) at the bottom.
If the node is proprietary, the other node will be enable and
the cost will expensive.
By chosing Open Source a very economic implemen-
tation can be achieved. The initial cost of the system is
56.000.000 IDR. It is also the system development cost,
software license, hardware cost and communication. The
monthly cost is about 24.000.000 IDR, including the.server
and network rent, content maintenance and system develop-
ment and maintenance.
Open Source is chosen, not only due to the cost, but also
to other consideration, such as shown in Fig. 9. For ex-
ample the security features and reliability. At that time,
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Table 1. Browser statistic of visitors
Month Browser agent (%)
IE Gecko Opera Safari Konqueror Others
2006-02 65.626 19.882 7.068 0.427 0.152 6.845
2006-03 64.449 17.135 7.774 0.315 0.244 10.083
2006-04 63.528 16.434 7.435 0.411 0.188 12.004
2006-05 64.931 17.612 6.517 0.426 0.212 10.302
2006-06 62.266 17.706 7.172 0.509 0.220 12.128
2006-07 61.561 17.803 7.230 0.474 0.194 12.739
2006-08 62.299 19.025 7.244 0.572 0.147 10.713
2006-09 61.559 19.602 6.710 0.595 0.163 11.371
2006-10 61.237 19.761 6.162 0.772 0.144 11.925
2006-11 60.627 20.793 6.574 0.793 0.279 10.934
2006-12 57.820 20.301 6.522 0.689 0.304 14.365
2007-01 58.303 20.992 6.613 0.602 0.270 13.220
2007-02 56.307 22.746 7.178 0.712 0.337 12.720
2007-03 52.002 29.281 6.817 0.543 0.281 11.078
there is no proprietary solution which were able to satisfy
our needs such as, live migration, full isolation of system,
and the other security requirements. By exploiting Open
Source software, since developers are already familiar with
the software, they can customize directly the source code,
and suited the system to our need. This model of develop-
ment cannot be done in proprietary solution without paying
a high cost of license.
5 Some interesting results
For the designing of web pages, we decide to choose the
standard format which is not tied with particular browsers
or particular operating systems. From the log file we found
some interesting results.
• Browser used by visitors. As shown in Table 1 the
IE users are about 65% of visitors. Many users in In-
donesia only used browser which is included in their
operating system, to download other browser via Inter-
net is still big problem. However the number of users
who used IE is decreasing. On the other hand, the open
source browser such as Gecko based (Firefox, Galeon
etc), Konqueror is going up. Although users have to
do extra works to download or install the open source
browser, but they expect the benefit for doing it, such
as security. It shows the increasing the acceptance of
open source as alternative solution. Therefore, it can
be concluded that there is a positive trend in the use of
Open Source browser in Indonesia.
• Operating systems used by the visitors. It is still
dominated by MSWindows, and follows by Linux and
Table 2. Operating Systems
Month Operating System (%)
MS Linux Mac Free/Net SunOS Others
Windows BSD
2006-02 89.888 2.241 0.758 0.015 0.007 7.090
2006-03 87.203 2.254 0.699 0.010 0.003 9.831
2006-04 84.702 2.348 0.814 0.007 0.004 12.125
2006-05 84.947 3.535 0.832 0.037 0.007 10.643
2006-06 84.935 2.468 0.900 0.007 0.002 12.228
2006-07 84.588 1.618 0.947 0.017 0.014 12.816
2006-08 86.342 1.730 0.982 0.029 0.011 10.906
2006-09 85.489 1.591 1.046 0.031 0.005 11.839
2006-10 84.590 1.467 1.229 0.044 0.022 12.647
2006-11 85.699 1.615 1.446 0.002 0.000 11.237
2006-12 82.299 1.725 1.238 0.007 0.002 14.728
2007-01 83.386 1.828 1.022 0.004 0.000 13.759
2007-02 82.920 2.422 1.337 0.013 0.005 13.304
2007-03 84.182 2.549 1.085 0.020 0.000 11.534
others as shown in Table 2. The percentage of users
who use Linux as desktop operating system is small
compared to MS Windows. However, it cannot be ne-
glected and increasing from time to time. The other
operating system such as BSD and SunOS are mainly
used for the proxy server in many corporate networks
or Internet cafes in Indonesia. Some operating system
which cannot identified are also mostly Linux-based
system as well.
The make use of Open Source solution in web site of
President of Republic of Indonesia shows that Open Source
is enabling the local developers to provide a suitable solu-
tion in shorter time with limited budget. Open Source is
also a better alternative than available proprietary solutions
in Indonesia by comparing the features and costs.
6 Open Source adoption in Indonesia govern-
ment
After the economic turmoil in 1997, some government
bodies started to consider and used open source solutions
for their intranet and Internet servers. This decision was
due to only the cost consideration. The increasing of the
currency rate of dollar made software license cost could not
be covered by budget of most of the government projects.
Slowly, Open Source has been being adopted by various
government bodies, including the Information System of
President of Republic of Indonesia. On 2001, the govern-
ment released The Presidential Decree No. 02/2001 about
the development of User Interface in Indonesia language.
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The implementation of this decree produced the Linux dis-
tro called WinBI. In the same year government release Pres-
idential Decree No. 06/2001, which stated that government
bodies have to start to consider the open source solution.
On 2004, five ministries launched an effort called Indone-
sia, Go Open Source ! (IGOS). Through this program sev-
eral projects has been established, such as the IGOS Desk-
top, Open Source Research Center, and various open source
projects. IGOS has goals as follow :
• The use of legal software in all government bodies
• Informing and encouraging the public for the use of
FOSS in Indonesia
• Preparing the migration guidelines and the using of
FOSS guidelines.
• Encouraging the development of training centers, com-
petency center, and business incubation center which
based on FOSS
• Encouraging the increase of coordination, capability,
creativity, motivation and participation of government
bodies in implementing the FOSS
After the adoption of Open Source in a high profile web site
such as the President of Republic of Indonesia, the public is
more aware about the possibility of the use of Open Source.
Currently, there is migration projects in the government of-
fices in Aceh. After Tsunami, the local government wants
to exploit the Open Source in order to accelerate ICT devel-
opment in Aceh. The progress of the Open Source adoption
in Indonesia is summarized in Table 3
Indonesia as a developing countries, needs a IT solution
which can minimize the total expenses of the IT system. It
can be established by exploiting the FOSS based solution,
or combination between closed/proprietary or both of them.
Interoperability between systems is a must. For example,
the eGov system which is extensively developed by govern-
ment bodies should put the interoperability between system
as a requirement in order to provide a maximum services to
fulfill the society needs. The development of IT should be
based on the cost reduction.
The adoption of Open Source in government bodies
shows that :
• The cost of IT deployment will be reduced
• Local software developer will play more important
role in providing the customization and supports
• Increasing the innovations and creativity of local soft-
ware developer
• Providing the flexibility for software development and
system integration. The proprietary solution sometime
is difficult to integrate.
Table 3. Open Source adoption milestones in
Indonesia
Year Milestone Description
1998 The first Indonesia Linux
Conference in Jakarta and the
form of Linux User Group in
Jakarta.
The first attempt to bring the
Open Source issues to the public
awareness
2001 INFOLINUX, the Indonesia
Linux magazine
It was founded by the Linux User
community, a media to spread the
information as well as for
advocacy .
2001 The first Linux Distro (Trustix
Merdeka)
This distro development showed
local developers can develop a
solution for satisfying local needs
2001 Decree of President 02/2001 and
06/2001
The needs of GUI in Indonesia
languages as well as the support
of the use of Open Source in
government bodies.
2002 WinBI - Open Source project
supported by government
The full pledge localization
attempts. It was also launched
officially by the President of
Indonesia, Megawati
Sukarnoputri on 2003.
2003 Public discussion about the use of
OSS in Election Day
Public is starting to be aware that
the alternative solution can save
big money. However, the OSS
still plays minor role in the
Election Day system.
June
2004
Indonesia, Go Open Source !
(IGOS)
Five ministries agreed to support
and increase the use of Open
Source.
2005 Recovery effort in Aceh - Nias -
post Tsunami
Air Putih Foundation plays
significant role in deploying open
source solutions for emergency
situation.
2006 The use of Open Source for web
site of President of Republic of
Indonesia
A demonsration of major role of
FOSS in an important system of
government.
2006 Memorandum of Undestanding
(MoU) between Microsoft -
Indonesia Government
Public rejection of this MoU. It
was a national polemic in
Indonesia. It encourages
governments to use the FOSS
rather than paying a huge amount
of money for software license.
2007 Migration two provinces in
Indonesia
Collaboration between Air Putih,
YPLI, HIVOS, Gunadarma
University, and government
bodies to migrate the software
used in Aceh and Jogjakarta.
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• Security in IT is an important consideration. It is not
only about the attack and security threat, but also about
the dependency to a single vendor. Being dependent to
a single vendor in providing the software solution is
very fragile to a developing country such as Indonesia.
However, the price of license is not only the driving factors
in choosing the Open Source solutions. The openness and
the flexibility of Open Source for providing a secure system
is a major factor that in adopting the Open Source as a major
components in Information System of President of Republic
Indonesia. The possibility to provide a sustainable solution
as well as the in-dependency in providing solution for local
problem are also factor being considered in adopting the
Open Source solution.
7 Conclusion
Open Source is enabling the developing countries to ful-
fill their local needs. Furthermore, the specific requirement
due specific organization objectives can be fulfilled by us-
ing the local human resource. The sysystem is developed by
smaller team, and requires shorter time and smaller funding.
Better solution can be provided comparing to the same so-
lution from proprietary vendor. From the economical con-
sideration it is a good point for developing countries such
as Indonesia.
Therefore, in developing the web site of President of Re-
public of Indonesia, the OSS is chosen instead of propri-
etary solution. Moreover, some requirements cannot be ful-
filled economically by proprietary solution. For the future
requirements, OSS provides a flexible socio-technical in-
frastructure which can be always adapted. However, before
the OSS adoption can be done widely in government bodies,
dissemination of idea of Open Source should be established.
The capacity building is an important steps in a successful
Open Source adoption.
Sustainable development model attempts to meet the cur-
rent and future need without compromising environment.
The sustainability model has three main considerations :
social (people), environment (interoperability), and eco-
nomics (cost). For a sustainable development, understand-
ing the current user requirements and the future require-
ments is important aspect. In a sustainable development
model, understanding the user and the context of the use
of system can produce a better system which can sustain to
satisfy the future requirement. Most requirement engineer-
ing approaches still disregard the active user involvement
during the whole project.
Participation of stakeholders should take place through-
out the strategy and planning process in defining prob-
lems, setting vision, developing solution. Employing de-
velopment methods which have their origin in the socio-
technicals such as co-operative, collaborative, participatory
or participative design, can accommodate better the user re-
quirement.
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